
    CAUTION：This stand is intended for use only with the maximum 
weight indicated .Use of this product with flat screen televisions exceeding  
the maximum weight capacity may cause instability resulting in property 
damage and / or bodily harm.
Do not attempt to assemble this product until all instructions and warnings 
have been read and properly understood .Please keep these instructions for 
future reference .
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   Look carefully! part (P8) has a larger center hole than part (P7),
they are not interchangeable.

Attach rubber feet to underside of glass base（fig.1) 

Seat cylinder over thread rod,match cylinder fins to grooves
in base isolation pad.

NOTE: The cable management holes must face the rear.

NOTE: Firmly hand tighten the threaded rod connector (O) ,to the base plate and then firmly 
hand tighten the threaded rod (P9) to the connector.
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FRONT VIEW

REAR VIEW

（see note below）

Install threaded connector and threaded rod（fig.2) 
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ATTENTION
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 Attach The Mount Arms To The Back Of The 
TV And Secure TV To The Mount
You will hear a”click” when it is locked. Test by 
hand to make sure the mount arm is locked before 
leaving TV unattended.  Remember the left arm 
goes on the left and the right arm goes on the right 
when viewing the back of the TV. We have included 
several different types of screws for this purpose, 
they are marked A2-H2, and you will need only one 
of these sets so you will have extra unused pieces 
when your installation is finished, This is normal. If 
the correct screw is not included we suggest you 
consult your local hardware store.
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Assemble the friction plate

Match grooves to cylinder fins

Secure top plate

Attach fins

Note: The bottom screws are loosened  to active the tilt function*

ATTENTION

After Mounting The TV Adjust The Tilt To Desired Angle 
Understand How The Safety Lock Works

Loosen these screws on 
each side to adjust the
tilt angle.
Tighten screws to lock
in tilt angle.

This is not an assembly step, but it is the 
best point at which to understand the 
function of the safety lock before you mount 
the arms on the TV. Take a screwdriver and 
turn the silver colored lock screw as shown 
and watch the safety bar below engage and 
disengage. Place the safety lock in the 
“locked” position and place over the 
mounting plate (P3) to see how it will 
automatically lock in place. After you 
understand this, unlock and remove from 
the mounting plate return to the lock 
position and attach to the mounting plate 
(P3) as shown in the next step.


